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Introduction


We have looked at awareness of Foul Air



And at the gases we might encounter



Then how to detect those gases



So what can we do about it?



We will look at equipment and some case studies..

Breathing Apparatus Escape Gear


Escape Breathing apparatus can be used when Foul Air
is suspected and needs testing



Can be purchased as a compact unit



But has a limited duration …



… and limited use



Escape Apparatus are usually single use – whilst units are individually
cheap enough equipping whole team could be expensive



Essentially could be used in the danger area

Use of Breathing Apparatus


Cote Gill (October 1979) – cavers using home made explosives



UWFRA were aware explosives had been used so of the possibility
of Foul Air



So rescue was delayed and plans made



Breathing Apparatus was used in the recovery of the bodies

Use of Breathing Apparatus


Fire Service type breathing apparatus can be used



Team Leaders should consider whether this should be left
to the Fire Service – especially if access to the casualty(s)
is easy or close to the surface



If used by cave rescue then training is needed



Heavy and inconvenient in many cave rescue situations



CRO for several years had a BA team


The team trained every month



Equipment needed monthly maintenance



Eventually discontinued – heavy commitment for little return

Use of (Cave) Diving Apparatus


Similar problems to Breathing Apparatus



Note diving mask/gag does not necessarily provide a seal



Use in Aber Las in August 2014


This was a cave diving rescue so diving equipment was in use



Body was discovered very close to the sump



Rescuers were able to move body into the water whilst keeping their diving gags in
thus not breathing the bad air



Were only exposed to the bad air for a short length of time

Clearing the Foul Air – Carbon Dioxide


Caver trapped in Peak Cavern March 1959



He was trapped in a narrow passage and the air
was not circulating



There was a quick build up of CO2 as a result



Amongst the rescue effort, open bottles of oxygen
were lowered into the passage



But because CO2 is heavier than air, the oxygen
simply rose up out of the passage



So where there is a build up of CO2 then you need to
remove the CO2 not try to replace. More later

Clearing Air - pumping


We next consider pumping out the Foul Air



My team – the CRO – has a Flygt pump in the store



It is designed to clear water from flooded basements
for example



This photo shows a modern version of this pump



It uses the Venturi principle – pumping in water creates
a vacuum which lifts considerably more water



Using the same Venturi principle we can pump air rather
than water then Foul Air can be cleared



Has been tested in principle for Foul Air but not used in practise
- has been used to reduce water levels in a sump

Clearing Air - pumping


For a number of years now, some members of CRO and beyond have been
developing a system for clearing foul air from abandoned mines



Paper available to describe these developments



The team have looked at:





Bringing fresh air in from outside the cave mine and exhaust to outside



Local ventilation in the cave/mine such as a blind pit or passage and taking air
from a well ventilated passage

We will take a quick look at the principle here

Clearing Air - pumping


Use lay flat tubing and let the air pressure keep
it open

Clearing Air - pumping


Use lay flat tubing and let the air pressure keep
it open



The simplest to set up is just blowing clean air into
a cave or mine to the area you are working in



But remember CO2 is heavier than air
foul air
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Clearing Air - pumping


Some 10 years or more back, work was done on clearing
Foul Air using ‘force ventilation’



Using a rip-stop nylon chamber, the passage containing
the Foul Air could be separated from that with the
clean air



The chamber is inflated using pumped air and forms a
tight seal against the passage wall



Air can then be pumped into the Foul Air section – this
mandates there must be a way for the foul air to
escape

Clearing Air - pumping


For example in the drawing below.



The passage is blocked with the inflatable chamber and air forced out through
another passage



Much more in the accompanying paper
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If there are any questions I will try to answer them

The End

